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About This Game

Trailer shows a work in progress and game will be upgraded a lot.

Features

Levels full of non-stop action, including highly hazardous environments: Underwater, Volcano, Space, Dark Cave

Huge bosses that pack a punch. Boss rush extra mode.

Optional scanline screen FX, as seen in trailer.

10 weapons (two same weapons stack up to higher power).

Steam Trading Cards.

Coming Up soon

Steam Achievements.

Railroad, night missions and more levels!
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Level editor for making your own custom levels.

Destructible terrain (already available for testing in the Endless mode).

Dozens of new weapons and powerups, developed via technology tree between the levels.

Coming Up later

More Steam Achievements.

Scoring system with combos to compete against other players.

Linux version. Possibly even Android version, it depends.

Lead Programmer - Xitilon

Programmer and Visual Designer - Lowixsama

Music - Darkman007

Trailer - Lowixsama

Greenlight Trailer - Dr. Z10
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Title: Void Source
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Xitilon
Publisher:
Xitilon
Release Date: 22 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.4 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 64MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Russian,Ukrainian
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A fun, responsive shooter with a ton of interesting features! A lot of thought has gone into this even in Early Access - can't wait
to see the final game.. System requirements are very low and it\u2019s okay to play if you\u2019re too bored. This game is very
easy. I got all achievements in less than two hours.

As a shooting game, it has good graphics and exciting musics.

Player can select a lot of weapon types and many game modes. It also includes an interesting level editor.

If you don't mind about the very slowly move and battle speed, it will be a good game for everyone.. 0\/10
-laggy controls
-no gamepad support
-only 1 difficutlty
-too many lives. The game is short and having cards to go with it feels like a trap. you can complete their 6 or so levels in story
mode well before you get your second card. Endless mode is joke, its a single screen stage with random enimies. After you kill
the enimies, your game play is frozen with a status screen, only to take you to the next screen with the same stats, but with a
animation that could throw you into the Ai's bullets well before you can do anything, except for use sheild, provided you stocked
up on the previous stage from the random drops from the heavens.

It says it's earily access, released in 6\/22\/2017, but with the last update being from 2\/14\/2018, I don't know if it's been
abandoned, if it hasn't I do look forward to seeing it improved. Maybe endless having a mode to not have the round status
appearing, or something that works like one of the story mode where it contiously pushes. Who knows I wish it luck, and hope
it's not abandoned.. This game is not a good game. It's another side scrolling shooter that looks awful and the gameplay isn't far
off. It's way too easy and there's really no punishment for death because you have way too many lives and you just respawn
where you die. The power ups have this "level" system which sound interesting at first but then you realize that all it does is a
little more damage and nothing else new, and it caps out at level two. Another thing is that this is just any other side scrolling
shooter that you can find on places like Newgrounds for free but they charge you for this one. There are no gimmics to set this
game apart from those games and some Newgrounds games look and play better than this game and they're free! tl;dr This game
is bad, don't buy it.. I am mainly reviewing the following game based off its quality and potential, not the price.

+ Has very good quality for its genre, the graphics are alright and work well with the concepts of the game.
+ Some of the music is outstanding, not sure if its original or not but regardless, it makes the game more enjoyable.
+ There are several gamemodes and they all work well.
+ No playability issues (game logic makes sense)
+ The atmosphere is engaging
+ There is even a level editor which is rare for these kinds of indie games.

- The game concepts are a bit overused (However this game is one of the best of its kind)
- Some of the model art could use a bit of work, some characters and enemies could be upgraded

I was able to purchase this game discounted and it was well worth what I payed, because I could actually enjoy the game instead
of just using it for more trading cards. However if you have to pay full price, I would recommend holding off, but I would say
its worth it to put the game on your wishlist for the future.

. Great Game!!!!. Void Source is quite a fun little game, whereby you fly your spaceship along a linear path, shooting various
enemies (on the ground and in the air - and even in the water).
In story mode, most of the levels have a enemy boss (except for the volcano level, which makes you do some hard flying and
weaving instead).

It's an amusing bit of shooting fun, the graphics are quite reasonable, the sound effects are fine, and the music is OKish (at least
at first, although you might want to turn it off after you've been playing for a while).

It's in Early Access at this stage, so not all parts of the game are fully working. For example, you need to Alt-F4 to exit out of
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Classic Mode, and the Level Editor is only very bare bones.
However, the main part of the game, Story Mode, is working fine - so don't let the Early Access label stop you from buying it.

It costs $4 (although I picked it up with a Steam discount coupon for $1) - either way, its cost is quite reasonable.

It's nothing amazing, just another linear space-shooting game (an updated version of those games that have been around since
the 1990s), but it provides some cheap entertainment - so I can recommend it on that basis.
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